


There are a million ways for you to level up your home

decor, you just need the right inspiration.

This gold dust of a powerful and multi-functional dining room hosts special pieces and wide

windows to give a sensation of an outdoor living area.

Orange is a refreshing twist, well used for the ones who like to play it safe. It is perfect for a vibe

of a sustainable summer and to leave your home décor prepared for the autumn season. But this is not the

only reason why this room is multifunctional: it also features a personal space for you to get rid of the

stress and appreciate nature or read a book. A multifunctional space that claims perfectly paired tones

that reflect the individual’s life and style.

For this soothing sanctuary, Greta

Armchair meets a trendy design and

convenience, introducing harmony to this

magnificent design piece.

Greta measured proportions perfectly to

balance thickness and straight lines for a

beautiful aesthetic result. Across this

ergonomic piece, many stitching is found

to increase its durability and charm.

Infinite customization options are available to make sure Greta Armchair is the perfect solution

for your space. Think pink and place it into your bedroom design – it will do wonders!

The dining room is nearby to combine functionality and your social side: it is ready to receive

your guests and to taste a delicious meal with a view. Your friends and family will love it, especially
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because of the lovely Essential Chair that provides them comfort with a clean design that cannot go

unnoticed.

This dining room space is connected to outdoor living to show you how you can use the interior

design trends of this year in your own way. A powerful space that will make you fall in love every single

time you experience it.
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